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hope this book helps you intuitively understand and 
see that all the factors of the Noble Eightfold Path 
are already operating in your life. Perhaps you can 
sense the whole of the Path and recognize that each 
thought, each purchase, and each human encounter 

is part of the Path. This is the beauty of a whole-life perspective: it 
recognizes the breadth of possibilities for each moment.

Based on this whole-life understanding, you are equipped to 
take the !rst concrete steps on your unique version of the whole-
life path. This chapter will o"er additional suggestions for deciding 
where to begin and some things to keep in mind as you craft and 
live your whole-life path.

FINDING A STARTING POINT
There are eight path factors, each so nuanced and rich, and life natu-
rally o"ers us countless options for engaging each one. You already 
may be feeling inspired by some of the information or practices in 
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the path factor chapters. Or as you’ve been reading, you may have 
been applying ehipassiko, seeing for yourself, by road-testing some 
of the ideas in these chapters and !nding them to be right (samm#), 
or oriented toward unbinding. If so, you already may have identi-
!ed a natural starting point — or more than one — for your whole-life 
path. Tell a friend about them or write them down. At the intersec-
tion of calm and action, what will you do next?

If, however, all the possibilities seem a bit overwhelming, the 
following suggestions may help you determine where to begin.

Use the Present Moment
The present moment is always an opportunity for inquiry, a chance 
to change the inertial stream of everyday living. Life is brief. You 
may live and die busy and distracted, carried by the current of 
your genetics, family history, and culture. Present-moment inquiry 
allows you to begin consciously steering through the stream rather 
than letting it sweep you where it will.

Your !rst questions might be about how you’re currently navigating 
the waters of your life: Am I living in alignment with my values? Does 
my life re$ect this wisdom perspective that I’ve now grown into? Or you 
might ask questions about the waters themselves, using the path scan 
(chapter 3): What path factors are operating now? Which need atten-
tion? Is there one factor I might develop further in this very moment?

Right view, intention, e"ort, and mindfulness are fundamental 
to the operation of the mind, so they are always functioning. This 
means you can, at any moment, inquire into each: What is happening 
right now in my mind? What is my view now? Am I seeing things 
as permanent, or do I recognize the changing quality of body-mind? 
What are my intentions now, the motivation behind the action or 
relationship I’m engaged in here? How is the quality of my e"ort, 
my energy for the path? And is mindfulness present now? What am 
I aware of right now? Asking what the mind is doing is a mental 
act that is an explicit, skillful enactment of the path. You can review 
all of the path factors in a similar way. With a simple inquiry, your 
whole-life path can spring to life in this instant.
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Link a Path Factor Practice 
with an Everyday Action
Another way of using the present moment is to recruit particu-
lar everyday moments or actions into the service of cultivation. 
Perhaps you could use the moment of awakening. I have found 
that being aware as I move my body out of bed and set my feet 
down on the $oor — which foot touches !rst — is a way to relaunch 
right mindfulness. Perhaps you meditate silently each morning 
because that is the most naturally quiet and uninterrupted time 
and because practice in the morning supports calm throughout 
your day. Mealtimes might serve as opportunities to practice gen-
erosity or re$ect on compassion. Or each weekend can be a time 
to recollect your virtues or re$ect on the prior week’s application 
of wise e"ort. In my practice, the time right before sleep is always 
given over to reading the Buddha’s discourses. Whether I read for 
two minutes or half an hour, it sets the mind in a wholesome direc-
tion, reminding me to give priority to the Path. What times of day 
or week, together with what path elements, !t your needs, your 
heart? Try something speci!c, and if that doesn’t work, set it aside 
and try something else.

Look to Specific Aspects 
of the Dhamma
Giving, morality, and mett#, the Buddha’s on-ramp to the Path, 
which we explored in chapter 3, may be a good starting point for 
you right now. Re$ect on giving you’ve already been doing — to 
housemates, children, meditation teachers, social causes — then 
add a new act of giving. Re$ect on the most developed aspects of 
your morality, like not stealing, and then think of one thing you 
can do to up your game, like not speaking harshly or falsely. Do 
the same with the heavenly abode of mett#: where and towards 
whom do you currently feel warmth and care? Expand this care to 
include at least one other person or being. Also, explore compas-
sion and altruistic joy. Maybe your next trip to the store, your next 
phone conversation with your child or parent, or your pet’s next 
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visit to the veterinarian could become an opportunity to grow 
your compassion.

You may choose to jump to the fourth preliminary, relinquish-
ment. Find one thing to release in order to simplify your life 
and free your heart. Maybe you’ll let go of a corrosive relation-
ship. Maybe you’ll forego a habitual but unnecessary stressor at 
work. Maybe you’ll shed an attitude that drags down your physi-
cal health. Maybe you’ll give away some possessions. Or maybe 
you’ll drop a bias that you’ve begun to sense is narrowing your 
vision and shutting your heart. Engage in wholesome counter-
measures that will ease the disentangling.

Or jump into the heart of the path and call to mind the intoxi-
cants. Apply them as a life lens. Is ignorance at work to the extent 
that you don’t see how a thirst for pleasure drives the small and large 
decisions that make up your life? Do you see how the self struggles 
to !nd comfort, to feed on experiences that make it grow fat, and 
that this search for self-stability is stressful and endless? Now re$ect 
on the antidotes, the detox program of relinquishment, e"acement, 
and wisdom that can liberate you from the matrix of blindness and 
hunger. That liberation is what the whole-life path is for, so it helps 
to understand what this detox process looks like in our lived lives.208

Relinquishment, e"acement, and wisdom all operate within us, 
and in our relationships with others and with our greater society. 
Relinquishment can mean releasing internal voices of cruelty and 
doubt. It can also mean letting go of self-centered behaviors in 
your intimate relationships. And it can mean joining with others to 
diminish harmful habits of consumption that you know are destroy-
ing the ecosystem. E"acement is the erosion of self-centeredness 
and, indeed, of the view that the self is a stable, important entity 
that must be pleasured and protected. The work of e"acement takes 
place simultaneously in individual re$ection, in sel$ess care for 
loved ones and mutual commitments to generosity of spirit, and 
in the decentering actions of social activism, where the wellbeing 
of many is elevated in relation to your private needs or desires. 
And wisdom, the liberating move out of blindness, happens with 
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personal study and life observation; it happens in relationships 
that awaken you and your partners to a world beyond the con!nes 
of your family and cultural conditioning; and it happens as you 
engage with a community of spiritual friends who will generously 
surface your narrowness even as you do the same for them. Each 
detox aspect, in each individual and relational domain, is a place 
you can practice.

Choose an Arena of Everyday Life
Intimate relationships will reveal unseen stuck places — places that 
can easily be overlooked when you are alone in life or alone in medi-
tation. Marriages, close friendships, and harmonious family lives 
are di"icult to maintain because there is always a growing edge, 
and growth often brings discomfort. But this is also why relation-
ships can be e"ective starting points for creating a whole-life path: 
in them we !nd relinquishment and e"acement at work.

You will also import wisdom by bringing the Dhamma teach-
ings directly into your relationships. Practice mindfulness and 
right e"ort in your interactions with your signi!cant life partners, 
whether or not they join you in doing so (although mutual e"ort is 
especially powerful). Bring in a seed of wisdom, like re$ecting on 
cause and e"ect when you are with them; this will give you a ref-
erence point outside the conditioned system of emotional reaction 
and can help loosen the grip of habitual viewpoints and patterns of 
relational behavior. Where it is !tting, invite them to contemplate 
with you.

Intimate relationships are also our best opportunities for cul-
tivating the relational factors of awakening — mett#, compassion, 
joy, and relational equanimity — any of which may be an appealing 
starting point for building your path. Caring for our children or our 
elders are not abstract practices of mett# or karuna (compassion); 
they are living enactments of those qualities. The joy we experience 
when a loved one has a success or recovers from an illness is genu-
ine mudit#. Notice this! And whenever we cling and !xate on others, 
wherever we fail to $ow with the inevitable changes inherent in 
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relationship, we will su"er. These moments are the best opportuni-
ties to cultivate relational equanimity. Equanimity is often a natural 
result of a mature and trusting relationship; it is a reliable source of 
sustained harmony.

Likewise, our work lives are powerful arenas for relinquishment, 
e"acement, and wisdom. Physical work, especially in nature, can be 
grounding, enlivening, and conducive to consistency of inner work. 
The challenges of professional relationships, like our personal rela-
tionships, will reveal the places we are urging to become something, 
to be seen as competent, productive, successful. Where these goals 
overlap with our sense of commitment to excellence, they can be a 
useful part of a whole-life path. But when the goals of self-making 
and pleasure — including avoiding pain — become primary, the real 
work of the path comes in. You can inquire, what view of purpose 
and happiness is at work? What intentions motivate my actions? 
My engagement with these people and this organization is follow-
ing some well-established harmful patterns; how can I amp up the 
mindfulness, and where can I import wisdom teachings to help 
unravel the attachments and stress?

The same can be said of our social engagements generally, espe-
cially social activism. The places where we are stuck in self-reference, 
lost in relational reactivity, will become known in the cauldron of 
service, where the challenges are enormous and progress often slow. 
However, in addition to o"ering the same interpersonal friction that 
operates in our professional and personal lives, activism carries the 
gift — and challenge — of care for a wider world. When we are con-
fronted by social injustice, by environmental degradation, and by 
economic inequity, our interpersonal challenges are accompanied 
by the heartbreak of enormous su"ering and the anger at callous 
perpetrators. Here, too, the Noble Eightfold Path can be put to work. 
Right view of su"ering, cause and e"ect, and the necessity of s%la 
become pressingly obvious. Right intention, within yourself and 
your friends in the work, will call you to ask questions about com-
passion for all who su"er, oppressors and oppressed. Right speech 
can raise your standards of what is true, useful, and timely and 
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what it means to speak di"icult words with mett#. Right mindful-
ness, especially if engaged as a communal value, can be explored 
as a means of bringing emotional regulation and intelligence to the 
battle!elds of justice and care.

Aging, illness, and death are universal teachers and have likely 
already touched you in some way. And trust me, they’re not done 
with you yet! When you’re ill, how might you cultivate right e"ort 
to nurture the wholesome faculties of faith, or even energy? As you 
age, how can mindfulness help you keep breaking the habit pat-
terns associated with time, old plans, and past purposes? How can 
right sam#dhi foster ease as the body goes through its inevitable 
decline? Asking these questions can lead you to a starting point for 
your whole-life path.

Wherever or however you begin, do it now. The greatest gap you 
will experience is between reading this book and engaging in your 
!rst tangible steps of a whole-life path. Jump that gap!

Start with one thing, such as a practice on the meditation cush-
ion. Do that for a month. Then maybe add a practice at work. From 
there, consider how you can continue to fold in additional practices 
in a way that allows you to remain joyful and curious and is not 
overwhelming or burdensome. What inspires you — a path factor, 
a life problem, a motivating relationship, a social concern? Follow 
your genuine interest or look for genuine urgency.

You are always at the cusp of greater freedom. Each moment 
o"ers a choice: continue in ignorance, or wake up to the heart’s 
greater potential for nonharming, care, and peace.

OTHER HELPFUL THINGS TO KNOW
As you begin to craft your whole-life path in earnest, allow me to 
share some additional information you might !nd valuable.
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The Value of Formal 
Practice and Study
Key to a whole-life path is the understanding that everyday engage-
ments, formal practices, and study work together to bring about 
the peace and goodness you seek. Contemplating the Dhamma 
throughout our days brings wisdom into the folds and creases of 
life. Simple actions, everyday relationships, and thoughts about and 
engagement with your political, social, and economic world are all 
illuminated by the ongoing practice of right view.

Formal meditation practices can infuse our daily experience with 
a honed sense of moment-by-moment awareness. It also provides the 
unique conditions for the arising of liberating insight. When we see 
deeply the constructed nature of the sel!ng process, when we see the 
stress inherent in so much of what we took to be pleasurable, when 
boundaries of self and other dissolve into mutuality of awareness, 
these insights infuse the whole of our lives. Such deep release shades 
each subsequent moment with serenity and compassion.

At the same time, meditation practice can make the mind mal-
leable and curious, supporting the opportunities for change and 
release set in motion by our family and working lives. And the 
open-hearted tolerance called for in everyday encounters fosters 
the diligence and long view that sustain formal practice. Just as 
sunshine and earth are both needed to sustain life, meditation and 
everyday wholesome engagements work together to sustain this 
whole-life path of release.

Sustained meditation, loving relationships, and full-hearted 
social engagement share a profoundly wholesome quality: they all 
provide access to the luminosity of awareness. This luminosity may 
be experienced privately, with the eyes closed, when the thinking 
mind releases itself and the limpid nature of awareness quietly sta-
bilizes. In interpersonal meditation or nongrasping intimacy with 
a beloved other, the heart may !nd itself fully at rest. Not only are 
the hungers of the heart stilled, but the mind is also alert and open. 
The luminosity of the between, with a child or a meditation teacher 
or a dear friend, slides into sel$ess stability. And in some moments 
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of social movements, the brightness of mind can be spontaneously 
ampli!ed and made universal by the energy of compassionate 
action. Friendliness escapes the bounds of the personal; the light 
and energy of care show their universal qualities, and the feelings 
of lack that plague our culture are — just then, for those who are 
ready — lifted. Such are the fruits of the whole-life path.

Expect the Terrain to Vary
You can gauge the authenticity of your engagement with the 
path factors as much by the challenges that arise as by the joy or 
perceived successes. As right view ripens, you are likely to be con-
fronted by the apparent con$ict between spiritual joy and existing 
habits of self-pleasuring. As right livelihood matures, your domes-
tic relationships may need to negotiate the value shifts that are the 
hallmark of the Dhamma. These challenges are exactly where the 
Noble Eightfold Path happens.

Sometimes the whole-life path is clear. A wholesome way 
through life lays out in front of you obviously and easily, and you 
have plans to attend retreats, visit with spiritual friends, study, and 
simplify your life. How does that feel? Don’t forget to notice when 
things are going well.

Sometimes the path is natural, easy. It’s a fresh spring day and 
getting rid of burdensome possessions is exactly what you want to 
be doing. Maybe you do a path scan and !nd all the path factors 
humming along. Or you’ve passed up an opportunity for a high-
pro!le assignment at work because self-aggrandizing just doesn’t !t 
for you anymore and you’d much rather work quietly at something 
that feels meaningful. There is no drama, no public reward — just 
life living itself well.

Sometimes the path feels like work. You wake up and really don’t 
want to meditate; you’d rather just have a cup of co"ee, catch up on 
the news, and then go to work or call a friend. But then you remem-
ber the times when you’ve indulged the desire for excitement or 
pleasure and ended up feeling empty or ungrounded through the 
day. Or you recall the times when you have meditated even though 
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you really didn’t feel like it and how good it felt when you stood up, 
just a half hour later. So you do the work; you sit.

Sometimes the path is pleasant. You gather with friends for 
Insight Dialogue, and the joy of spiritual companionship infuses 
your evening practice of engaging with the suttas. That night, prac-
ticing right view is a joyful process. Or you have had a harmonious 
and productive meeting about an economic justice initiative and are 
experiencing the joy of engaged care.

Sometimes the path is unpleasant. Maybe you’ve decided that 
speaking truthfully is an essential practice for you right now, and 
this is calling you to an encounter with a relative that you’ve put 
o" for a long time. You have re$ected on what is true and what is 
bene!cial. You are prepared to speak with a mind of true friendli-
ness, and you have discerned that now is the right time. But still, it’s 
not easy or pleasant. Or perhaps you are three days into meditation 
retreat and the body is sore, the mind is wild, and you lament that 
you have four more days ahead of you.

Sometimes there is visible, fast progress. Perhaps in meditation 
retreat or psychotherapy you have come to the edge of a self-view 
that has been pulling at you for years — inferiority conceit, supe-
riority conceit, whatever. For some reason, mindfulness clearly 
sees what could not be seen before; the right e"ort to abandon the 
unwholesome unfolds rapidly and visibly, and a heap of burden is 
released. The step towards freedom is clear.

Sometimes the path appears slow or even to be going backwards. 
Sure, your mindfulness is improving, but all you are seeing is lust 
and anger. You do a path scan and can barely discern any path 
factor at work. The mind feels more like a swamp than a limpid pool. 
Wisdom is distant. You feel like you work hard and get nowhere. 
You don’t give up, but you don’t like it.

With a whole-life orientation, we come to accept the “gradual 
training, gradual practice, gradual progress” the Buddha spoke 
about.209 And as your engagement with the whole-life path 
goes through natural ups and downs, diligence will carry you 
through. As the Buddha put it, “[A]ll skillful qualities are rooted 
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in diligence and meet at diligence, and diligence is said to be the 
best of them.”210

Lean in to Your Community
Sometimes you will feel lost and need help. Moments of spiritual 
loneliness arise, feelings of insu"iciency or despair, and some-
times the whole notion of spiritual possibility — of awakening, of 
goodness, of happiness — seems not only distant, but maybe even 
impossible. At these times, it is helpful to remember that we don’t 
engage the path in isolation; the practical and spiritual life is neces-
sarily lived in relation with others. And we do not engage the path 
alone; spiritual friendship is essential to the life of awakening. Not 
in isolation and not alone — this is not an abstract idea, but a prag-
matic assertion. It turns us towards the resources we have: friends, 
teachers, retreat and social centers, media resources, online and in-
person courses, social bene!t initiatives, and more.

We need these resources. We need each other. We need good 
organizations. In addition to our own diligence and clear intention, 
we need the renewal of mutual reminding. Can you turn towards 
your spiritual friends or reach out to a learning community, locally 
or online, for camaraderie or guidance? Perhaps you can also allow 
your pain all the way in and re$ect with compassion on the countless 
other beings who feel similarly lost. You are not alone in feeling alone.

Relationships are not just a necessary or workable part of the 
whole-life path, but are also intrinsic to our spiritual maturation. 
Throughout this book I’ve suggested spiritual practices that require 
others who share the intentions of the Noble Eightfold Path. Insight 
Dialogue, for example, is a formal, interpersonal practice of right 
view, mindfulness, e"ort, speech, and sam#dhi, and the power of 
relationship can accelerate and amplify the wholesome e"ects of 
meditation. But treating all people with respect and acting with 
compassion are also ways of living the whole-life path. Intentional 
relational engagement stands respectfully alongside personal 
e"orts to release hunger and penetrate ignorance. On this path, we 
!nd bene!t in being alone, and we !nd bene!t in being with others.
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Maintaining and 
Assessing the Path
Once the idealizations and magical thinking that come with new-
ness to the whole-life path — and are part of so much religious 
re$ection — have burned themselves out, what remains is still pro-
found but also deeply normal and wholesome. Trusting this, there 
can be ease. We trust ourselves to act with generosity and compas-
sion. We trust others. We live with less hunger and more balance. 
Our behavior may not always be wise or ethical, but doing our best 
lightens the load of remorse and corrosive doubt. Even with lapses, 
the mind is well aimed.

From such a perspective, we make the e"ort to maintain our path, 
just as we would brush our teeth or clean our homes — as a natu-
ral, comfortable, sensible part of our ongoing activities. We begin 
to !nd the aliveness of the path as we eat and dress; our clothing 
becomes our robes. Just as we craft our engagement with particu-
lar path factors, we do so with the path as a whole. You could do 
daily check-ins on the six tenets or eight path factors on your own or 
weekly check-ins with our spiritual friends. Perhaps you approach 
your practice methodically — by moving cyclically through the eight 
factors, one per month, for example. Maybe your approach is ad hoc, 
intuitive, sensing that now is the time to devote more energy to con-
tinuity of mindfulness or the re$ection on impermanence. The point 
is to step in, to be born again on the Path in each moment.

As always, we return to the principle of ehipassiko, come and 
see. Each time you try something new, ask, is it samm#, right, wise? 
Does it lead to tangling or disentangling? Is it increasing the whole-
some and decreasing the unwholesome? And most basic is the long 
view, the results of the path as a whole: Does su"ering increase or 
diminish? Are your relations with others less or more harmonious? 
Does your life contribute to a just and humane society?

You can also gauge how the path you’re crafting is supporting you 
by how you meet life’s big challenges: death, loss, pandemic, social 
and economic upheaval, relational catastrophe. At times of such 
su"ering, you may remember that mindfulness of pain produces 
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far less su"ering than resistance to it. When there is anger, divorce, 
suspicion, loneliness or worldly failure, you may recognize that 
these conditions plead for the balm of right view: this is impersonal, 
impermanent, and I am not alone in such su"ering; it is universal to 
all sentient beings. When the realities of aging or illness grab you, 
when you feel overwhelmed by a world on !re, perhaps you can 
meet the anguish with grace. Perhaps as death approaches, you will 
greet each moment as a chance to fathom impermanence, and when 
the time comes, you will mindfully rest with awareness as the candle 
goes out.

In short, even though things on your path may not be as you 
would like them to be, equanimity allows you to meet things as they 
are with grace and act from balance. In this equanimity, there is 
contentment along the whole-life path.

The Noble Eightfold Path leads to individual awakening, rela-
tional harmony, and a humane and just society. This is the aim 
of the Buddha’s teachings as depicted in the earliest discourses. 
Accordingly, engaging individual, relational, and communal prac-
tices naturally forms a path in which no moment and no teaching 
is left out. This is our call to con!dent engagement: these teachings 
can be experienced here and now. There is more pain in avoiding 
this path of wisdom and love than there is in letting it fully into our 
hearts. There is more joy in engaging this Path fully than in sub-
mitting to the harangue of pleasure and pain that we call normal. I 
encourage you: proclaim your path, reclaim your life.


